The effect of exposure to industrial metals on sensory perception of workers has received only modest interest from the medical community to date. Nevertheless, some experimental and epidemiological data exist showing that industrial metals can affect vision, hearing and olfactory function, and a similar effect is also suggested for touch and taste. In this review the main industrial metals involved are discussed. An important limit in available knowledge is that, to date, the number of chemicals studied is relatively small. Another is that the large majority of the studies have evaluated the effect of a single chemical on a single sense. As an example, we know that mercury can impair hearing, smell, taste, touch and also vision, but we have scant idea if, in the same worker, a relation exists between impairments in different senses, or if impairments are independent. Moreover, workers are frequently exposed to different chemicals; a few available results suggest that a co-exposure may have no effect, or result in both an increase and a decrease of the effect, as observed for hearing loss, but this aspect certainly deserves much more study. As a conclusion, exposure to industrial metals can affect sensory perception, but knowledge of this effect is yet incomplete, and is largely inadequate especially for an estimation of "safe" thresholds of exposure. These data support the desirability of further good quality studies in this field.
INTRODUCTION
The possible impairment in sensory perception induced by occupational exposure to some metals is not unknown: the first description of human ocular effects of organic mercury was as early as 1885/1/and, in the same period, hearing loss was recognized among the signs of acute and chronic mercury poisoning in laboratory assistants preparing dimethylmercury amalgams/2/. Furthermore, in the first half of the 1900s anosmia was observed in cadmium exposed workers/3/. Nevertheless, despite these observations, the effect of toxic metals on sense organs and sensory perception in exposed workers has received relatively scant attention from the medical community to date, and available scientific literature is mainly limited to casereports or isolated studies and, with a few exceptions, there has been no concerted effort in the field.
In this paper we provide an overview of current knowledge on the effect induced by industrial metal exposure to sensory perception in the hearing, smell, taste, touch and vision systems. In principle, these effects can be studied in animals or in humans, following experimental exposure, pharmacological treatments, occupational or environmental exposure" this review is mainly confined to the results of research on occupational exposure in workers but, when opportune, some other studies were also included.
HEARING
Compared to the other senses, a relatively larger body of data exists on the effect of industrial toxic metals on hearing function of workers. This difference is likely to be due to a better consensus among researchers on testing procedures to be applied in research on exposed workers: in the large majority of studies pure tone audiometry and, less frequently, brainstem auditory evoked responses (BAER) were carried out, even if a few researchers also applied other procedures. Furthermore, a standardization of methods has been proposed, and the results reported by different research groups are, usually, reasonably comparable.
Overall results show that exposure to several industrial metals can affect hearing function. The main metals affecting hearing in occupational exposed workers are lead, manganese and mercury/4/. Lead can affect hearing function at low occupational exposure level /5, 6, 7, 8/, while manganese seems able to induce this effect only in workers presenting other symptoms of intoxication/9/. In the second half of the nineteenth century, hearing loss was described among the signs of acute and chronic mercury poisoning in laboratory assistants preparing dimethylmercury amalgams /2/, but recent studies on hearing function in groups of workers exposed to organic mercury are lacking. A dose-related elevation in hearing threshold/10/, and an effect on 
SMELL
Smell is the perception of odour by the nose /30/. Receptors are located in a relatively unprotected position; as a consequence, it is not surprising that olfactory perception may be affected by airborne pollutants/31/. Damage to the olfactory neuroepithelium and bulb, or a functional impairment were observed in various experimental studies in animals/32, 33/and some scattered data also exist in exposed workers. A review of the studies on the effect of industrial chemicals on smell is problematic. The first difficulty is the lack of an agreement among researchers on testing procedures/30, 34, 35, 36/. Odour detection threshold, discrimination or identification were most frequently adopted for studies in groups of workers/37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, Possible mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of taste disorders related to exposure to industrial chemicals are largely unknown. Since heavy metals can be concentrated in saliva, and since taste responses can be altered or blocked by topical application of heavy metal solutions, this mechanism was proposed to explain the effect observed in exposed workers/81/. Nevertheless, other mechanisms, such as an alteration of salivary constituents, disruption of transduction/receptor mechanisms or also an alteration in the central processing of gustatory input, are also possible/34/.
The course of the effect in metal exposed workers is unknown, while, at least in the case of taste disorders related to occupational solvent exposure, some reversibility seems possible/45/.
TOUCH
The definition of touch is somewhat more difficult compared to other senses. When we see or hear a particular event, it is obvious which sensation, sense organs, and receptor populations are involved, while with touch it is not so: tactile sensation includes both "passive" and "active" components /82/, includes components such as the perception of pressure, changes in temperature, pain and other, from different In occupational medicine, VPT measurement has been largely applied in research on the effect of' handarm vibrations, and of repetitive strain/99, 100/, whereas a few studies have evaluated the effect of exposure to industrial chemicals. An effect on VPT was observed in lead exposure/89/, at relatively low lewls too /98/. VPT measures have been applied for diagnosis of the subclinical effects of environmental exposure to elemental mercury /101/; environmental exposure to mercury was reported to affect also two point discrimination/102/. An effect on VPT was also reported in workers exposed to various solvents/97, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108/and to some pesticides/96, 109, 110, 111/. Chemical related VPT impairment can be subclinical, as evidenced in lead exposure/98/. No data are available on the progression of this effect.
An association of VPT testing with other procedures, such as pin-prick sensitivity or temperature threshold, in studies in exposed workers would add relevant information on the effect of chemicals on tactile perception, but very few efforts have been made in this ambit.
VISION
Like touch, vision is a complex perception, involving various different components. The anatomophysiological aspects are not faced here, since this review is limited to studies on the effect of occupational exposure to industrial metals. Last, but not least, knowledge on pathogenetic mechanisms of metals-related sensory impairments is largely insufficient, and the possible thresholds of exposure for induction of the effect on sensory perception are unknown.
Accordingly, further good quality research on the effect of occupational exposure to chemical on sensory perception is certainly needed, and justified. This is a complex task, and is first of all based on the possibility of an improvement of the method, including an agreement and a standardization of procedures for quantitative testing of perception, better information on interfering factors, and an evaluation of reference values for non exposed groups.
The improvement of the method is the necessary base for further studies on the effect of chemicals not or scantily studied, of co-exposure to different chemicals, and on the overall comprehensive effect on all the senses.
The subsequent steps of this research are: 1. Studies on the possible pathogenetic mechanisms; 2. Evaluation of possible thresholds.
This course is certainly difficult, and deserves a coordinated effort of different research groups and adequate resources; nevertheless it seems justified by the ultimate result: the possibility to prevent an avoidable part of sensory perception impairment, an important cause of the decline in quality of life, especially in old age. 
